Hitachi Solutions Partners with Sibintek to Distribute Location Intelligence Solutions
Launching GeoPDF distribution in the Russian Market
TOKYO,0 928, 2012 — Hitachi Solutions, Ltd. and L.L.C. Sibintek (Sibintek) today announced
that they start to distribute GeoPDF solutions for the Russian market. GeoPDF is a technology
developed by TerraGo Technologies, Inc. and Hitachi Solutions is a master distributer of their
products localized for Russia. Hitachi Solutions and Sibintek have signed an agreement for
distributing GeoPDF solutions with a view to cooperatively promote location intelligence solutions
in Russia.

In Russia, GIS is widely used in a range of fields and there is a high demand for utilizing
geolocation information in the Oil & Gas industry since each company owns a number of facilities
and pipelines to manage and maintain all around the country. GeoPDF is an easy-to-use GIS
solution which converts geospatial data to the PDF format preserving its location information (e.g.,
longitude, latitude). Since GeoPDF does not require special skills to manipulate, it enables anyone
in the enterprise to access and utilize their geospatial data for making their decisions in their daily
operations, especially when they are out in the fields.

TerraGo Product Features
Component Features
Publish
 Output GeoPDF files with layers of GIS location information and attribute data (such as
addresses, place names and administration numbers)
 Output GeoPDF files from image files (GeoTIFF, etc.) that contain geographic information
such as satellite imagery and aerial photography
Compose
 Consolidate multiple GeoPDF files to create single GeoPDF files with multiple layers
 Create indexes in order to manage multiple GeoPDF files, such as for wide area maps
 Create GeoPDF files with location information, from regular PDF files
Utilize
 Measure distances and areas
 Add comments, photographs, and audio and video clips
 Draw polygons, polylines and other shapes
 Import comments and graphics from .shp, .kml, .kmz and .gpx file formats
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Component Features
 Export comments and graphics to .shp and .kml file formats
 GPS tracking using COM port

Release date
Successive releases starting in September, 2012.

About GeoPDF Solutions
GeoPDF solutions enable organizations to easily use geographic information without requiring
specialized knowledge, by exporting GIS information to a PDF file format. More than 10,000
organizations use GeoPDF, with a core user base in the US, for diverse fields including security,
crisis management, map distribution, and resource development and infrastructure maintenance
such as by the oil industry.
GeoPDF solutions are developed by TerraGo Technologies of the US. Hitachi Solutions holds the
rights to market GeoPDF solutions in 24 countries and regions including Japan and Russia.
About Hitachi Solutions
Hitachi Solutions, Ltd. is based in Shinagawa Ward, Tokyo, and helps customers find solutions to
the business challenges they face, as a comprehensive provider of value-driven services covering
the entire IT life cycle—from systems planning to systems integration, operation and maintenance.
In addition, Hitachi Solutions provides products and services that offer high added value to
customers.
In the field of location intelligence, Hitachi Solutions provides satellite imagery services and GIS
solutions for the Japanese and global market.
About Sibintek
Sibintek is based in Mocow, Russia. As an experienced IT services provider, Sibintek offers a
variety of IT solutions such as network services, outsourcing services, telecommunication services,
as well as GIS solutions.
http://www.sibintek.ru/
About TerraGo Technologies
TerraGo Technologies delivers software applications that extend the access and application of maps
and imagery for mobile field professionals who rely on geospatial information to do their jobs.
http://www.terragotech.com/
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*GeoPDF and TerraGo Product Suites are registered trademarks or trademarks of TerraGo Technologies, Inc. in the US
and other countries.
*Other company names and product names are the registered trademarks and/or trademarks of the respective
companies.

Information contained in this news release is current as of the date of the press announcement, but may be subject to
change without prior notice.
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